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Dean Simon· 
Down •• ID 
by Ann Kenny 
to Step 
'92 
After serving New York Law School Skills Program, which will include a 
for over sixteen years, Dean James F. course offered to first year students next 
Simon has recently announced that he semester. He also plans to continue his 
will leave in August of 1992 to take a work with the faculty on the completion 
sabbatical, during which time he will of the Centennial Celebration. 
write a book on the Rehnquist Court. Dean Simon has had a long and varied 
Although he will legel career. He 
return to New York earned his law 
Law School during degree in 1964 at 
the SIJing semester of Yale Law School 
thel993-94 academic after receiving his 
year, it will be as undergraduate 
faculty member rather degree from Yale 
than as a dean. College. After 
Although Dean acceptinga fellowship 
Simon is looking from the .Ford 
forward to working Foundation, Dean 
on his new book, he Simon and his wife 
admits that he has traveled to India. 
"mixed feelings" From 1969 to 1974, 
about leaving his .. mlhe worked as 
deanship position at New York Law Contributing Editor and Correspondent 
School. "The nature of the job is that it for Tnne magazine, where he specialized 
is never finished. There are always in legal affairs and covered major trials 
things to do," he said. Fortunately, across the country. During this time, he 
Dean Simon has a full year inwhich to took a leave of absence to publish his 
continue his work with the faculty on first book, In His Own Image: The 
the implementation of the Lawyering Supreme Court in ·Richard Nixon's 
See Simonpg.11 
Justice Harlan Re m e m be r e d 
Conference 
In His Honor 
by Samuel Mizrahi · 
New York Law School celebrated its lOOth 
birthday with an all day bash including a reunion 
of over 50 graduating classes and a conference 
honoring Justice John Marshall Harlan. This 
· celebration took place on April 20th and lured 
some of the finest legal minds in the country. 
Among the distinguished speakers at the 
conference were Chief Judge James L. Oakes and 
Judge Roger J. Miner ofthe U.S. Court of 
Appeals, Second Circuit, and NYLS Professor 
Nadine Strossen who was recently appointed 
president of the American Civil Liberties. Union. 
In addition, several clerks of theIate Justice 
Harlan and many notable Professors from top law 
schools participated, including NYLS Professor 
Donald H. Zeigler. These individuals spoke about 
Justice Harlan's judicial philosophy, his views on 
the Bill of Rights, and his ideas of the legal 
process, including justiciability, civil procedure. & 
remedies. 
In addition to the daytime .events at this 
conference, NYLS held a Harlan Fellowship 
Dinner for those alumni who donated over $1000 
in the current fiscal year. The "Harlan Fellow" is 
,one of the most prestigious titles an NYLS 
alumnus can have. ' 
Justice Harlan, class of 1924, is one of New 
, York Law School's most prestigious alumni. 
See Conference pg.11 
A Lawyer's 
Judge 
by Christine M. O'Connor 
When John Harlan came to the United States 
Supreme Court, he brought with him a lineage 
etched in the law stemming back to his great- 
grandfather, his grandfather cand his father. In 
keeping with tradition, Harlan brought to his 
. chambers the same dark wooded furniture and 
gold pocket watch his grandfather, the first Justice 
Harlan, had used. And, just as his grandfather 
would be renown for his dissents, so too would 
John Harlan be remembered. 
John Marshall Harlan began his climb through 
the legal ranks at New York Law School in 1922 
after receiving his undergraduate degree at 
Princeton University, While at Princeton, he 
served as the class President for three years and 
worked as an editor for The Daily Princetonian. 
One classmate remembers Harlan as a man who 
enjoyed the typical undergraduate parties, but also 
as a man who "seemed to have the weight of the 
world on his shoulders." 
Following Princeton, Harlan studied 
"Jurisprudence" for three years as a Rhodes 
Scholar at Balliol College in Oxford. Upon return 
to the U.S. in 1922, Harlan began working at the 
Wall Street firm of Root Clark Buckner & 
Howland (now known as Dewey Ballantine 
Bushby Palmer & Wood). He entered New York 
Law School's evening division that same year and 
spent the next two years working toward his J.D. 
After he was admitted to the New York Bar in 
See Judge pg.11 
John Marshall Harlan: 
A Retrospective by His Clerks and Justice White 
by Josh Porter" 
It was 1967, the year of Terry v. Ohio. Justice' Harlan and clerk Louis Cohen sat in Justice Harlan's house mulling over 
police stops and patdowns. Would allowing 
police to frisk a sus~ect be an invas_ion of 
individual rights? Justice. Harla~ wanted 
another opinion. He had consulted the books, 
consulted the clerks, now he turned to a close 
and trusted source, He turned to his wife. 
"He. was a very practical man. He did not 
deal so much in generalities, or in sophistry, or 
in theory, He was basically a corporate lawyer • 
who used to deal 1with practical problems and 
with very practical solutions," said E. Barrett 
Prettyman, Harlan's clerk. 
I •. 
Harlan approached each case with an open 
mind, according to several of his clerks. 
Clerk Michael Maney told of one instance 
when after reading the briefs, listening to oral 
argument; and going to conference, Harlan . 
came out one way. Yet after the draft opinion 
was circulated, he changed his mind. 
Harlan's open mind and practical approach 
to the law partially explains why Maney 
called him ·"a hard man to classify." While he 
took a tough line on many criminal issues, 
illustrated in his dissent in Miranda, Harlan's 
opinions, like Cohen v. California and 
Griswold. display an expansive view of the 
rights of free speech and privacy. 
Cohen suggested another explanation for 
Harlan's different directions. He said the 
Justice's innate trust of people and institutions 
caused several of his decisions to appear to 
sway from the liberal to the conservative side. 
Harlan sought to make a system work well 
John Marshall Harlan 
consistently over the long run. This could 
only be accomplished by making the right 
institutions 'feel responsible for themselves. 
0 • 
Of Harlan's dissent in Miranda, Cohen said: 
"the right answer was not to just write down 
wooden rules that will tell [the police] exactly 
what to do but deprive them of any sense of 
responsibility." 
Clerk Matthew Nimetz admired Harlan's 
great belief in the American judicial system, 
especially because the Justice spent most of 
the Warren years in lonely dissent, he said. 
"The most important thing to Harlan was good 
lawyerly argument, laying out the issues, and 
having people of good character decide the 
cases on the merits. And whatever it came 
out, it came out," said Nimetz. 
Justice Harlan's faith in the judicial system 
matched his reSpect for his co-workers. 
"He was a very thoughtful and sensitive ., 
person to other people. He was very polite 
"I constantly admired the 
willpower he· had to use 
to get his work done. " 
-Justice Byron White 
and he listened very well and you were always 
under the impression that he was really 
listening to you and giving you all the breaks 
he could possibly 'give you," Justice White 
said last week in a telephone interview with 
Frolic and Detour. 
Th'e clerks had only praise for Justice 
Harlan. They pulled out almost every term of 
adulation in the English language to describe 
him: terrific, marvelous, a prince of a man, 
gentle, considerate, and well-mannered in 
every respect. Every clerk interviewed told a 
story about Justice Harlan's kindness. Maney 
recalled working long and hard to produce a 
See Harlan pg.3 
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I Special Thanks to: Gary Axisa, Mike Cifelli, and Perry Kwok who 
helped produce thenewspaper, 
Linda Dailey 'and Professor Steven Ross of Columbia 
Graduate School of Journalism for their selfless 
assistance to students who knew nothing about 
newspaper production.1 
Articles herein reflect the views of the writers and not necessarily those of 
Frolic and Detour. 
' I 
We wish to extend our deepest sympathies to Professor Ruti Teitel 
whose husband recently passed away. Our thoughts and prayers are 
with her. 
• 
From the Editors 
In 1891, a group of dissatisfied Columbia Law School professors established 
New York Law School, pioneered by Theodore Dwight, a fierce advocate of the 
Socratic method. Dwight's exodus from Columbia occasioned a substantial 
following, including many of the school's faculty and about half of its students. 
The new school at once became a model of legal education and a symbol of 
academic excellence. · 
For the next 80 or so years, periods of transition and uncertainty marked the 
school's development; years in which the school relocated 7 times, including a 
leasehold at the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), before finally 
settling at its present location. With the acquisition of the property on Worth 
Street, the school attained a needed stability, the means for expansion, and 
perhaps the best location for a law school anywhere. 
In recent years, dramatic improvements have been evident in both the quality 
of education and the facilities of the school. The administration, together with 
the assistance of faculty, are working to create a better curriculum for its 
students, as well as a better environment in which to study. 
Although the NYLS community deserves to be proud of its history and 
excited for its future, it should not be immune from criticism. Accordingly, a 
school newspaper furnishes the best available means for students to share with 
each other their criticisms· of the school as well as suggestions for its 
improvement. A school newspaper, especially one that bears the school's name, 
is also subject to criticism because, among other reasons, it is often read as a 
reflection of the entire school. 
With this in mind, we approached certain members of the Reporter staff to 
express our criticisms of the newspaper. Following their instruction, we 
submitted a letter to the staff for publication in the next edition. Our letter was 
at onceJ characterized as a personal assault on certain members of the Reporter. 
This, however, was clearly wrong since we knew little, if anything, of the 
individuals we were criticizing. Rather, we believed that the allegations we 
were making required at least some factual bases. 
By the time our letter made it to the newspaper, buried in the lower corner of 
page 2 between an advertisement and the Reporter's credits, only half of it - 
remained. The five or six paragraphs that were, in effect, censored, detailed our 
opinion of two articles that appeared in a recent edition of the Reporter. 
Our first criticism was that the article, entitled "War," read like a diary entry 
in which the war was as significant an event as any other of life's mundane 
occurrences. The article, which suffered from severe errors in grammar and 
organization, seemed to have beenwritten in an hour. It's hard to believe it was 
subsequently edited. Next, we stated that the article covering the appointment 
of Professor Strossen to the presidency of the ACLU trivialized an important 
event for the school since it contained no information about the appointment, 
and was imbued with the author's egocentricity. 
Although the abridgement of our letter was frustrating, it was the indifferent, 
if not hostile, attitude of one particular staff member that was truly 
disheartening. This individual, on various occasions, made rather harsh 
statements (for example, he said that the student body would think that we were 
sexist because the two articles that we were criticizing were written by women. 
I suppose we are anti-union as well since we speak disfavorably of this former 
union worker.) He also believed our letter to be written by a ghost writer. It 
was comments such as these which demonstrate the confidence this individual 
has in the student body. 
. Nevertheless, we believed that it was necessary to get involved in order to 
improve the Reporter: Yet, it was also evident that our comments were 
unacceptable, and that we were not welcome to join the staff. On one occasion, 
the door to the Reporter office was shut on us. 
Meanwhile, students were approaching us, demonstrating tlieir concern for 
improving the newspaper. Since we were reluctant to then work with the 
Reporter staff, we decided to establish a new school newspaper. 
We just hope at this point that any animosity that existed between the two 
groups can soon be forgotten. Although the last edition of the Reporter 
contained a few personal innuendos, we believe that it is improper, and unfair 
. to the students, to use a school newspaper for this purpose. We merely wish to 
tell our side of the story, and then to move on to moreimportant things. 
Moreover, we are aware that there is only a limited amount of energy that 
students can devote to things unrelated to their studies: yet, the beneficial 
competition that will exist between the two papers will improve both. 
Additionally, a forum should now exist for all individuals to express their 
opinions, which will result in a needed diversity. 
Nonetheless, this first attempt at publication was undertaken primarily by 
first-year, section C students with no newspaper experience. The entire 
process, from the initial decision to the date of publication.took only six weeks, 
and so recruitment of other students was difficult. We hope that more students 
will get involved with one of the newspapers, since concerns for the school 
should come from the individuals that will be the beneficiaries of any changes 
to the school. We should also have student publications 'that appropriately 
reflect the viewpoints and characteristics of the entire student body. 
Nick Caputo and Josh Porter 
Note: Please feel free to contact us through our mailboxes with any comments 
or inquiries. Due to time constraints, we have not engaged the process of 
becoming an official organization as of yet, but all of the formalities will be 
completed this summer, -and an application will be submitted to the SBA in the 
fall. 
Grading the· Legal Writing Program 
by Samuel Mizrahi 
Writing a clear and concise argument is an 
essential skill for attorneys. Accordingly, 
Legal Writing is one of the most important 
courses a law student will take. As college 
graduates, all law students have written term 
papers. Before entering law school, however, 
few students have had the opportunity to write 
or even see a legal memo or brief. As a result,« 
man y students have difficulty writing a 
balanced memo or a persuasive brief. 
Although the writing program at New York 
Law School appears to be thought out with 
good intentions, you will have to search long 
and hard to find students who are satisfied with 
the program. There are, in fact, positive 
aspects of the writing program. Students are 
given the chance to write memos, letters and 
appellate briefs on an issue that they must 
research. They get to work in teams, and they 
must present an oral argument on that issue at 
the end of the year. By doing so, students have 
an excellent opportunity to practice important, 
real life attorney skills. 
In addition, NYLS has a writing professor, 
Dr. Martha Cooper, available to help students 
on an individual basis. She reviews graded 
papers that students have, in addition to old 
writing samples, and then helps students 
improve their organization and grammar. 
Many students, including myself, will attest to 
how helpful Dr. Cooper can be to someone 
willing to put the time in to learn. 
Unfortunately, Dr. Cooper is only available 
three days a week and not enough students 
take advantage of her services. 
Now for the program's deficiencies. To 
begin with, I have not met any first year 
students who believe that they learned how to 
do good legal research. The writing program 
purports to teach research in five 45 minute 
classes with 100 students in the class. 
However, students cannot learn true legal 
research in this theoretical manner. Instead of 
making all 100 students attend five classes 
together, NYLS should make individual 
writing sections (approximately 16 students) 
attend a couple of research classes taught 
"hands on" in the library. This could be done 
the first week of school before the substantive 
. ! 
courses begin. 
In addition, NYLS should put a separate 
emphasis on the writing and research parts of 
the program. Currently, students must write 
memos based on their own research. The 
professors usually don't take the time to 
review the students, research before the 
students write their memos. If a student errs in 
his research, he probably won't do well on his 
memo, although this is not always the case. 
· For some strange reason, some professors will 
give A's to students who write grammatically 
well but don't understand the law. 
Nevertheless, the program should make sure. 
students understand the law before they write 
their memos. This way, students could 
concentrate on their writing skills distinct from 
.their research skills and then learn and improve 
on their weaknesses in both areas. Law 
students don't want to be spoon fed; however, 
they do want to be taught. 
Although the adjunct professors who teach 
writing at NYLS are quite capable, they might 
be part of the problem with the program. 
Since many, of these professors are 
inexperienced teachers, they end up reiterating 
the writing book in class lectures. The content 
of the writing program should allow professors 
to stray from what is now a rigidly structured 
- program and allow them to actually teach 
something other than what is in the book. In 
addition, many of the professors probably did 
not realize the amount of time they would have 
to devote to planning the lessons and grading 
the papers. Consequently, numerous students 
have complained that they get grades on papers 
without any concrete criticism on how to 
improve the papers. Other students have 
complained that the comments that the 
professors actually do give are inconsistent 
from paper to paper. The course might, be 
better taught by full time professors who have 
time to devote to the class and who are willing 
to do so. 
Furthermore, a Legal Writing class should 
not be taught using the same method as a 
substantive law school class. The substantive 
law classes usually use a method which is 
analogous to training a dog (where you wait 
until the 'dog does something wrong and then 
beat it). Writing professors must first teach 
students how to write memos and briefs before 
making the students write them. Currently, 
professors only give students a general idea 
about how to write these papers. Then, when 
students don't give professors exactly what 
they want, the professors give them poor 
grades. At a minimum, if professors don't 
give students proper guidance before writing 
papers, professors should at least show 
students a good paper after the assignment is 
due. Unfortunately, this doesn't happen and 
some first time papers, such as the first 
appellate brief, count as much-as 30% of the 
students' grades. 
Admittedly, a good Legal Writing book 
could fill the gaps on how students should 
write specific.types of papers, but NYLS does 
not use a good one. The book abounds with 
mistakes, poor explanations, complicated 
examples, and contains some legalese. If I had 
one penny for every adverse comment I heard 
. about the book, I would be set for life. 
Even various writing professors dislike the 
current' writing book and agree with the 
students that NYLS should switch books. A 
Practical Guide to Legal Writing and Method 
by John C. Dernbach and Richard V. Singleton 
ill, a far superior book, is used at other top law 
schools and is much more informative than the 
book NYLS currently uses. 
Another problem with the writing program 
is that it sometimes unfairly forces groups of 
students to share grades on papers they write 
together as a team. Although attorneys usually. 
work together in the real world, their writing 
abilities should not greatly differ. However, 
the divergence in students' writing abilities is 
at its greatest during the first year of law 
school, and professors should not grade 
students together. The team portion of the 
writing program is a vital part of the learning 
experience and the reality of being graded on it 
compromises the benefits. Students with 
comparable writing skills will usually write the 
entire paper together. However, when one 
student tends to get better writing grades than 
the other, the student that gets the better grades 
often does most of the actual writing. If the 
team papers were ungraded, the students would 
THE ENVIRONMENT AS A wEAPoN IN WAR 
by Laura Casulli 
While Iraq has withdrawn from Kuwait and lower temperatures in Kuwait as a result of 
Allied military personnel have secured opaque black clouds blocking out the sun. In 
Kuwait's borders against further Iraqi military addition, a greasy film of soot continues to 
advances, Kuwait' is defending against a new accumulate on the ground and buildings of 
enemy which is relentlessly attacking its Kuwait as well as on the surface of its coastal 
environment· and the health of its citizens. waters. The latter p;oblem has affected 
Approximately six hundred oil wells in fisheries, hampering the progress of an 
Kuwait are ablaze, burning close to six million aggressive coastal resource development 
barrels of oil a day and causing severe policy that_ Kuwait has been pursuing over the 
. environmental and humaii health problems. past decade. • 
This was the main topic of a panel Using conventional methods to extinguish 
discussion entitled "Environmental Impacts of these fires will cause collateral damage to the 
the Persian Gulf War", sponsored by the environment because, these techniques 
N.Y.L.S. Environmental Law Society on April extinguish the fires but do not cap' the wells. 
8th. Moderated by Professor David This results in uncontrolled oil gushers which 
Schoenbrod of New York Law School, the saturate the surrounding soil and contaminate 
panel included Professor Zuhayr Moghrabi of ground water supplies which have secondary 
New York Law School, Dr. Marwari Sadat, an uses such as fire-fighting and plumbing. 
environmental consultant, and Edward Morse, Although· ground water is a relatively small 
Editor-in-Chief of Oil Weekly. ~,· · - resource in 'Kuwait, any water supply is a 
While the panelists agreed that most of the valu~d commodity i~ this arid region. There 
wells were "blasted out" to aid the Iraqi are ongoing experiments with new techniques 
Army's retreat as well as for retributive that simultaneously extinguish the fire and cap 
purposes, they had conflicting theories as to the well. But, they have yet to be proven 
who actually carried out this objective. Morse effective. ' 
advanced a theory based on "informed Ail the panelist agreed that the devastating 
speculation" that Soviet engineers on the · 'effect of the fires on the global environment 
scene were responsible for the logistics of . that has been predicted by several 'scientists, 
setting the fires. Conversely, Dr. Sadat, whose most notably Carl Sagan, was exaggerated and 
consulting firm is currently involved in a joint' will not occur. 
venture with the Kuwait Oil Company, Dr. Sadat stated that the dust from the fir~s 
described a different scenario in which has had no acute impact on the health of 
Kuwaitis were forced to carry out the task of people in Kuwait even though the particle 
detonating the wells while their families were concentration in Kuwait's air is now ten times 
intemed., ·denser than in New York City's air. Were it 
Regardless of who actually performed these not for wind patterns spreading the dust over 
acts, there is no dispute that the orders to do the region as far as Turkey and Iran, the 
so came from top Iraqi military officials, if not particle concentration in Kuwait would be 
President Saddam Hussein himself., Nor is significantly higher. 
there any dispute that the effects are However, both Dr. Sadat and Professor 
detrimental to the health of human beings, Moghrabi suggested that the long-term health 
wildlife and the environment. effects are alarming. Specifically,. cases of 
One short-term effect on the environment is lung cancer and respiratory problems are 
expected to increase over time. The situation 
will be aggravated with the arrival of the usual 
summer dust storms which will pose an 
extreme health hazard. 
The Kuwaiti government will devise a 
comprehensive plan over the next six months 
to deal with the health hazards posed by the 
burning oil wells. However, many Kuwaiti 
refugees refuse to return until environmental 
and health conditions improve. 
The United Nations Resolution providing 
for a formal cease fire agreement was 
accepted by Iraq on April 7, 1991. Its tone 
and content indicate that the world will not 
tolerate such senseless and massive. 
environmental destruction. The punishment is 
in the form of economic reparations. 
The resolution provides for reparations 
- relating=to private. claims arising out of 
environmental damage. It also establishes a 
trust fund consisting of oil revenues from Iraq 
to finance the reparations. Compliance with 
the resolution will be ensured by the fact that 
Allied troops are in control of Iraqi oil 
facilities that are presently producing and 
exporting 100 million barrels of oil a day. 
There is widespread concern that holding Iraq 
financially responsible will not be sufficient to 
deter other countries from committing similar 
reckless environmental abuse in the future. 
One. student attending· the discussion 
suggested that criminal liability be imposed by 
creating a war crime forbidding wanton 
environmental destruction whichexceeds 
military necessity, 
This conflict has dramatically impressed 0 
upon people around the world the immediacy 
of the environmental problems that plague the 
world today. Hopefully, these issues will 
remain in the limelight long enough to be 
corrected.a 
'J 
probably work more closely together and learn 
much more from each other which, after all, is 
the purpose of the teams. 
Since I am on the topic of grades, it is time 
to air the complaints that I have heard about 
the program's grading system. Numerous 
students and professors believe that Legal 
Writing should be a pass/fail course. Many 
others feel that the school should not force 
writing professors to grade on a mandatory 
curve. One third year student told me that the 
majority of students in his writing class made 
Law Review and are good- writers. Yet, 
because of the curve, many of these students 
who deserved A's in writing got B's. 
Admittedly, a change in a student's grade 
alone will not make the student a better writer. 
However, if writing were a pass/fail class, 
students could concentrate on improving their 
writing skills instead of being discouraged 
with what the students consider poor grades. 
Many students disapprove of grading because 
writing is partially subjective. In addition, 
.other students who are dissatisfied with their 
writing grades feel "pigeon-holed". They 
believe that their writing professors will give 
them the same poor grades no matter how hard 
'they try. Theoretically, these students should 
keep trying to improve if they want to be good 
legal writers. However, Legal Writing is only 
two credits, and students feel that their time 
would be better spent working on other 
subjects where they believe they can actually 
improve their grades. 
Although changes in the first year writing 
program will not help students currently in the 
program, it will help students entering in the 
fall. You should not read this article as"sour 
grapes" from a student who did poorly in 
writing because it is not, that at all. This article 
is a compilation of the views of the dozens of 
students I have met throughout my first year at 
NYLS: New York Law School's reputation is 
changing for the better, and the first year 
writing program should improve with it. 
Grading the Legal Writing program .as a class, 
I would like to give it a C+. However, due to 
the mandatory curve, I'll have to give it a C-.• 
Har I an (frompg.1) 
draft opinion. He gave his work to the 
Justice, and waited for a response. A week 
later Harlan approached Maney 
apologetically and said he had been working 
on another case and hadn't gotten to it yet. 
Maney said Harlan "took the time to be 
sensitive; he thought I would be worried 
that he didn't like what I had written." 
Justice Harlan worked with incredible 
hardship, making his disposition even more 
noteworthy. By 1964, Harlan was legally 
blind. Nevertheless, he joked about his 
condition. Maney said that he and his co- 
clerk often would make reel-to-reel tapes for 
Harlan, instead of typing their work. Harlan 
would approve by saying, "Alright, if its 
easier for you." 
Justice White remembers entering Harlan's 
office while-the Justice drafted with his eyes 
very close to the paper and with very strong 
lights on. "I constantly admired the 
willpower which he obviously had to use to 
get his work done," said Justice White. 
The clerks also admired Justice Harlan 
outside their working relationship. Most 
thought of Harlan as a second father. In 
1954, Prettyman became Harlan's first 
Supreme Court clerk. He s~id he remained 
close with the Justice, especially in the later 
years of Harlan's life. Prettyman recalled 
one night when he and Harlan talked into the 
early hours of the morning because neither 
wanted the evening to end. 
Justice Harlan also kept up with his 
clerk's families. Clerk Nathan Lewiri said 
Harlan came to his wedding and, from time 
to time, even sent notes to his wife. 
It seems everyone loved Justice Harlan. 
Cohen said if Justices and clerks voted for 
their favorite justice, Harlan would win by 
far.• 
Faculty Interview: Professor Michael Sinclair 
On April 2, 1991, Judson Hamlin 
interviewed Professor Michael 'Sinclair for 
Frolic & Detour. Professor Sinclair is known 
to many New York Law School students of 
both divisions. , Professor Sinclair teaches 
Legal Method, Contracts and UCC classes to 
both day and evening students. We spoke with 
him in order to go beyond the classroom and 
find out who he is outside of school. For his 
students, both past and present, we hope this 
. will humanize the teacher at the front of the 
classroom. 
Frolic &Oetour: You were born and raised 
in New Zealand. What was that like? I'm sure 
it was quite a bit different than growing up in 
this area. 
Michael Sinclair: Completely different. 
New Zealand's a very, very rural country. It 
was more so when I was growing up, but even 
with the population migrating to th~ cities over 
the past twenty years, it's completely 
dominated by agriculture. , So, for example, it 
doesn't matter what's happening anywhere in 
the world; the latest wool prices will be the 
headlines because it effects everybody so 
much. So we all knew what the butter prices 
were at 10. I knew the wool prices because it 
was the major thing in the news. And I grew 
up on the outskirts of a small town ... 
F &D: Whereabouts? 
MS: Papakura. That means "flat area"; it's 
almost a tidal swamp. It's where the Kurakura 
plant grows-[it's a] tall, reedy thing. 
F&D: You were schooled there. Did you go 
to law school there? 
MS: (Laughs) No, no. I did a degree in 
Economics and a Ph.D. in Philosophy. I never 
had any intention of being a lawyer or going to 
law school. 
F &D: How come you left New Zealand? 
MS: Followed a girl (laughs). My wife's 
from Brooklyn; I met her when she was in 
New Zealand doing research. yYe came back 
in 1972 , got married and went back there. She 
finished her research and I finished writing my 
dissertation. Then we came back here, not 
having any intention of staying ... 
F &D: So, did you settle in New York at first? 
MS: No, western Massachusetts. A place 
called Hadley, because I was a visiting lecturer 
in the Philosophy Department. I taught Logic, 
and my wife was writing her dissertation and 
teaching at Brown one day a week. 
F&D: Now, you once mentioned that both 
your father and uncle were in the military. 
Considering England's military record in 
dealing with its' colonies, shouldn't that 
promote a good deal of resentment towards 
England? 
MS: It should ... 
F &D: The colonies have been sort of like 
cannon fodder in the wars, right? 
MS: New Zealand always has been. So, in 
WWI... Actually, one of my father's brothers 
is buried in Cairo. He fought in the 
Dardanelles and right down through Palestine 
against the Turks and was killed tl\.ere. You 
know, there were no English troops landed at 
Gallipoli. The English were too smart to send 
their own guys to be massacred; they were all 
Australians, New Zealanders and Canadians. 
Then, in WWII, where my father was in North 
Africa, New Zealand had a greater percentage 
commitment of manpower in Africa and 
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Europe than any other country, including 
Germany. But it's funny, there isn't 
resentment in New Zealand. The English stole 
New Zealand from the Maori in a real ripoff 
treaty. The treaty was translated for the Maori 
and the translation doesn't match at all. They 
told them one thing and then had them sign 
another. So the Maori resent the English. 
up hope and went to law school. 
F&D: Where did you go to law school? 
MS: Well, I started at Wayne State and 
transferred to Michigan. 
F &D: So how did you make the switch from 
Michigan to New York City? 
"MS:· After I graduated Michigan, I got a job at 
a big Detroit firm and worked. there for three 
F&D: It seems there's a great sense of duty 
to serve in the military down there. 
MS: Tremendously so. This is why older 
people are endeared to the USA. When Japan 
was invading down towards New Zealand, the 
British weren't going to do anything. Look 
what they did for Singapore - cut and run. It 
was only the US; all New Zealand men were 
defending mother England. 
F&D: It seems you don't share that "sense of 
duty". 
MS: No. I'm a registered conscientious 
objector. When I was 18, we had eight weeks 
military training, which most people thought 
was a real lark, but I registered as a c.o. 
F &D: Well, then you came over to America 
about the time Vietnam was winding down, 
with all the heavy anti-war demonstrations. 
Did you get involved with that at all? 
MS: Not here, no; nor very much in New 
Zealand. In fact, I should have gotten involved 
in it more. Of-course, by the tirrie I got here it 
was successful. It was enormously ... You 
know, we look back on that and we say, you 
know, what did all those radicals and whatnot 
do? They were effective - large numbers of 
students and they showed .... In many ways, I 
think, .looking back, it was badly organized 
and the same in New Zealand. No matter what 
happened, there's all kinds of peripheral things 
-you go along to one of these huge crowds and 
there'd be all these speakers and the first one 
would be speaking about how bad the war was, 
but the second would be talking about 
womens' rights, about gay rights - everybody 
get on the wagon - you got a crowd, let's talk it 
up. But it was effective. The peace movement 
prevented Lyndon Johnson from running 
again; it got a president to not go for re- 
election. 
F&D: But then you got Richard Nixon; I'm 
not sure which ... 
MS: (Laughs) I don't know, You know, you 
look back at Nixon you would never have 
believed that he would be looked back on as 
being quite good. With what we've had in the 
intervening years, he was a real pro. He kept 
inflation down, got China back into the fold. 
F &D: Getting back to your teaching, after 
Massachusetts, then what? 
MS: My wife got a job in Michigan, at Eatem 
Michigan Univ. She also got offered a job at 
Victoria College in Wellington (NZ), but she 
, took the job at Eastern Michigan, which she 
still has. She's an Anthropologist, and she got 
one of the very last jobs, with the market being 
bareJike it is. So we went out there and I 
. taught for a year at the Linguistics Department 
of the University of Michigan and then gave 
years in practice, which I wasn't very good at. 
But, I like working in the library, doing 
research. Being a law clerk before you get 
admitted to the bar is great, if you're like me 
and you don't want to deal with people, 'cause 
they can't Jet you loose with clients until you 
pass the bar. Then, once you get admitted, 
your life goes downhill- meeting clients, 
arguing motions all the time. Most people in 
practice were the complete reverse. They'd 
rather go for the 'action and keep out of the 
library. So then I thought, "to hell with this, 
I'm going to become an academic". I got a 
job at Indiana and stayed there for six years. 
Then I came here. 
F &D: So how did you wind up here? 
MS: When I didn't get tenure, friends of 
mine went all over and put out feelers trying to 
help me find jobs, and I got eight offers. But 
this is my wife's home. She doesn't really like 
the midwest. She may still go out there three, 
four days a week to teach, but she was very 
happy to get the chance to move back to here. 
F &D: So she lives here and flies out every 
week to teach. Do you find that tough on the 
marriage? 
MS: It's old hat now; we've done it for years. 
. In a way, for me it's been an advantage. Our 
daughter has always lived with me, and , you 
know, most fathers don't get really close to 
their daughters, and she and I, we're really 
great friends, so it's not all bad. 
F&D: How-old is your daughter? 
MS: Just fifteen. 
F &D: Getting back a second. When you first 
came to New York in '72 ... 
MS: This was spectacular. Twenty-seven 
hours out of New Zealand we land at Kennedy. 
Now, there was a building in Wellington that 
was nineteen stories tall; just completed, and 
the person who built it had gotten' a 
Knighthood for that. .. Truly! Sir James 
Stevenson ... 
F&D: The tho~ght of Sir Donald Trump 
doesn't quite fit. 
MS: And, I'd been living in a place called 
Wyderarie Beach which is sort of way out in 
the boonies with pine trees all around and right 
on the beach. 
F &D: Tough life. 
MS: Yeah (laughs). lt[NY] .was amazing, 
truly amazing. And the biggest shock was 
getting off the airplane, never having spoken to 
my wife's parents, and my wife went to 
college out on the west coast and Rhode 
Island, so she had lost her Brooklyn accent. 
Well, I had no idea, but the Brooklyn accent is 
how people world 'round identify gangsters in 
the movies, so the 
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Will.The Soldiers Return ... from Vietnam? 
by John T. Dillon 
The United States' involvement in the Vietnam War, from 
July 1957 to May 1975, was the longest in our nation's history. 
Nearly 2.7 million Americans served in the Southeast Asian 
war zone. Of that number, close to 60,000 men and women 
were killed, 300,000 wounded, and 75,000 permanently 
disabled. The Department of Defense and the National League 
of Families, the leading private group concerned with the 
subject, presently list 2,302 Americ~ns as unaccounted for in 
the war. Of these, l,ll2 are described as "killed in action, 
body not returned." Yet, the remaining 1,190 are still listed as 
possible prisoners. 
Is it possible that Americans are still being held prisoner in 
Southeast Asia sixteen years after the United States 
involvement ended? According to many current and former 
high-ranking U.S. officials privy to classified information on 
the subject, the answer is yes. In 1985, before a congressional 
panel, Gen. Eugene Tighe, former Director of the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA) (l 977-1981), testified that he 
encountered. "a great deal of evidence that live Americans are 
being held in Southeast Asia." 
Lt. Gen. James Williams, director of the DIA during the 
Reagan administration, claimed in August of 1984 that "based 
on the number of reports received concerning live Americans 
in captivity in Southeast Asia, we are proceeding under the 
assumption that some Americans are still being held." 
Richard Allen, former national security adviser to President 
Reagan, voiced his belief, in the November, 1987 issue of Life, 
that there is "a very, very strong chance of American POWs 
still being held," and said that he spoke with Reagan about the 
MIA issue "at almost every daily briefing." In the same 
article, former North Carolina Congressman William Hendon, 
said that the late CIA Director William Casey told him, "the 
nation knows [the POWs are] there. Everybody knows they're 
How many are there? Where are they? And for God's sake "implementation of the Paris Peace Agreement specifically 
let's bring them home." article 21 dealing with American reconstruction aid to Vietnam 
Another important question is, why would the Vietnamese in exchange for POW/ MIA information under article 8b." (p. 
still want to hold these Americans prisoner? In 1987, 239). Despite this conclusion, the promise remains unkept and 
Vietnam's President Nguyen Van Linh responded to the 
American POW/MIA issue, saying, "We don't believe in 
holding people hostage." History, however, proves otherwise. 
When France left Indochina in 1954, Vietnam denied holding 
French POWs; yet, more than 1,000 Frenchmen.and Foreign 
Legionnaires who stated that. they had been held prisoner 
emerged from Indochina at various intervals during the next 16 
years. The French prisoners were called "pearls" by the 
Vietnamese because they were considered to be valuable for 
future bargaining: 
France is said to have paid a ransom of several million 
dollars per year, in addition to giving technical aid and 
political recognition to the Vietnamese, in exchange for the 
release of the prisoners. Today, American soldiers are also 
said to be held in Southeast Asia as "pearls," their value lying 
in their ability to operate and repair the equipment that was left 
behind by the American forces. These prisoners, and any 
,remains of dead soldiers, are also considered bargaining 
pieces, both financially and politically. 
These contentions are supported by a letter from President 
Nixon to Prime Minister Pham Van Dong of Vietnam which 
was dated February l , 1973 and finally released to the public 
in May of 1977 by the Department of State. In the letter, 
President Nixon promised Vietnam $325 billion for postwar 
reconstruction. Many say this offer was a blatant ransom ~ffer 
for POWs. At any rate, the promise was never kept; this was 
largely because Congress, angered by reports of torture and 
mistreatment at the hands of the Vietnamese as told by 
returning prisoners. of war, refused to grant any such aid to 
reconstruct Vietnam. Subsequent events, such as Watergate 
there, but there's no ground swell of support for getting them• and Nixon's resignation, ended any remaining possibility that 
out." the administration's promise would ever be fulfilled. 
Robert McFarlane, national security advisor to President 
Reagan, was quoted in the Washington Times, October 16, 
1985, as saying, "I think there have to be live Americans 
there." With even greater certainty, Rep. Gerald Solomon, 
after taking part in a congressional delegation to Hanoi, was 
quoted in the Chicago Tribune, February 1986, as saying "we 
determined [that] the question is not whether there are 
Americans alive in Southeast Asia. The question becomes: 
The failure to follow through on Nixon's promise is thought 
by many to be the reason why the POW/MIA issue has not 
been resolved to date. In an attempt to find the rationale 
behind Vietnam's refusal to cooperate on the POW/MIA issue, 
the House Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast 
Asia concluded its December 1976 report, Americans Missing 
in Southeast Asia, with this thought-provoking statement: 
" ... the Socialist Republic of Vietnam has called for selective 
the Americans remain unaccounted for. 
For the most part, the sporadic negotiations between the 
U.S. government and the Vietnamese government that have 
taken place since war's end have met with little or no success. 
Nevertheless, during the Reagan administration, the remains of . 
almost 100 soldiers were returned, although these returns, were 
marred with controversy. The identifications made by the U.S. 
government forensic scientists conflicted with those of 
independent experts in the field assisting the families in 
identifying the remains as those of their loved ones. 
When prisoners were originally released in early 1973, the 
North Vietnamese relinquished only 591 American soldiers. 
Equally disturbing is the fact that, of the nearly 600 soldiers 
MIA in Laos, not even one was returned alive. In 1979, the. 
U.S. government declared all but one soldier presumed dead. 
Despite this declaration, however, the government refuses to 
declassify the majority of intelligence information regarding 
the fate of those still missing. : Therefore, the question is often 
raised that if every POW/MIA soldier from the Vietnam War is 
dead, what is to be gained from withholding information about 
them - from their families, their friends, and the many others 
concerned with their disappearance? 
Furthermore, even if every POW /MIA is dead, the families 
of these soldiers deserve to know the circumstances 
surrounding their deaths and to have the remains of ~eir loved 
ones returned. The leaders of our country are obligated to do 
everything in their power to provide the answers to our 
POW /MIA questions and work ceaselessly for the return of the 
soldiers still missing in Southeast Asia, dead or alive. For our 
part, we must express our awfil"eness of the situation by letting 
the U.S. government know that even if it has forgotten the 
missing soldiers of the Vietnam War, the American people 
have not. 
Anyone interested in learning more about the Vietnam War 
POW/MIA issue (because all that is to be known about it 
cannot possibly be said in a brief newspaper article) should 
'read the book Kiss the Boys Goodbye by Monika Jensen- 
Stevenson and William Stevenson, the most talked-about 
treatment of the subject, or any other available book or article 
dealing with POW/MIAs.• 
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Judicial Activism 
by Kenneth Shuster 
Marbucy v. Madison firmly established the 
doctrine of judicial review in American 
jurisprudence. Familiar to all students of law is 
Chief Justice Marshall's proposition that the " 
Justices of the Supreme Court are the final 
judges of what the Constitution means. One of 
Marshall's proofs for this proposition was the 
Constitution's "Supremecy" clause, Article VI, 
Section II: "This Constitution ... shall be the 
supreme law of the land .... " Although the 
clause only literally refers to the text of the 
Constitution, Marshall interpreted it as applying 
equally to the branch of government peculiarly 
responsible with executing the laws of the 
United States under Article III of the 
Constitution, the Judicihry. 
While many have criticized Marshall's 
interpretation, many persuasive arguments have 
been offered in his defense. My favorite posits 
that the Supreme Court should be the final 
arbiter of what the Constitution means because, 
of the three branches of government, only the 
Judiciary is comprised of unelected public 
officials. The Judiciary therefore is the only 
branch protected from the temptation to bend to 
public pressure, when public ·pressure goes 
against constitutional principles. Yet, once 
Judicial Review is established as legitimate, the 
question remains, how far should it extend? Is 
Judicial Review something that should be 
restricted to the facts of a particular case and 
kept "on the shelf' only to be used in certain 
areas of law? Or is Judicial Review a vehicle 
the Supreme Court can use broadly when 
confronted with undesirable gov~ri,imental 
policies, race and gender, discrimination, and 
questions of free speech and religion? I believe 
the latter position more sound, for the following 
reasons. 
To begin with, there is what I like to call the 
"big picture" argument. Under this view, all 
members of American society have an 
obligation to do their best to ensure that the 
world is kept morally safe for all. The nine 
Justices of the Supreme Court are doubly 
encumbered by such a duty because they are the 
final arbiters of the Constitution. Therefore, the 
Supreme Court must be allowed to look at the 
big picture, and protect the principles of 
American society in the manner most consistent 
J0:dicial 
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with constitutional principles, even if that 
occasionally requires that some decisions 
enacted through the democratic process be 
overturned. 
Take Brown v. Board of Education, which 
overturned Plessy v. Ferguson, and held· that in 
the area of racial classification, "separateness is 
inherently unequal," and so unconstitutional. 
Can it seriously be argued that social well-being 
has nor been enhanced by the Court's ruling in 
Brown? Furthermore, is it open to debate 
whether society is better off as a result of 
Griswold v. C;onneticut, and Eisenstadt v. Baird, 
which established a right to privacy in the use of 
contraception? Consider the fact that the 
rulings of these cases promote the reduction of 
unwanted pregnancies, as well as protect against 
the spread orAIDS and venereal disease. It 
was a position of judicial activism which 
permitted Justice Douglas to discern a 
legitimate right to privacy in the use of 
contraception from the penumbras and 
emanations of the First, Third, Fourth; Fifth, 
and Ninth Amendments. 
Another reason in favor of broad judicial 
review is that the doctrine of judicial restraint 
maintains that the decision of Supreme Court 
Justices should he construed narrowly to only 
bind the parties before the Court, both 
immediately and subsequently. Such a position 
is inconsistent with the spirit of Marbury. If 
Marshall was correct, and history has proven 
him correct insofar as judicial review has 
become a niainsray of American jurisprudence, 
then just as the Supreme Court has the final say 
in deciding what is constitutional, it follows that 
what it _says is unconstitutional should be 
binding on all. Although, to be sure, any 
decision only immediately binds the parties to 
the legal 'controversy before the Court in a 
technical sense, any constitutional decision 
should be accepted as law by all. To quote 
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unconstitutional act is not a law; it confers no 
rights .... " If something that the Supreme 
Court decides is unconstitutional is not 
considered law, it is ludicrous .to speak of a 
Supreme Court decision as only binding, even 
in the long run, the parties before the Court. 
Something that is unconstitutional is 
unconstitutional for all. 
Another reason in favor of broad judicial 
review is the "chilling" effect judicial restraint 
may have on the Justices who will be reluctant 
to voice their opinions 9n important 
constitutional issues for fear of abusing their 
authority. The ,public will therefore be bereft of 
their informed, valued opinions on many 
potentially important constitutional topics. 
Because judicial restraint is inconsistent with 
both the spirit of Marbury and the role of the 
Judiciary, a policy of broad judicial review 
should be preferred over one of judicial 
restraint. l • ; 
1. A final consideration in favor of broad 
judicial review is that while judicial restraint 
would depri.ve the American people ofthe 
Justices' views on constitutional issues, if the 
Justices render an opinion that displeases a 
majority of the American public, it can be 
amended by Congress. Indeed, Congress has 
overturned Supreme Court decisions by 
amendment in the past. For example, when the 
Supreme Court ruled in Chisholm v. Georgia 
that it had original jurisdiction over a monetary 
suit by two South Carolina citizens against the 
state of Georgia, Congress passed the Eleventh 
Amendment to the Constitution, precluding 
federal jurisdiction over suits by citizens of one 
state against another state, or by citizens of a 
foreign state, and Congress passed the 
Fourteenth Amendment to overturn Dred Scott 
v. Sandford, which held that Americans of 
African descent could not be citizens of the 
United States. 
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Judicial Restraint 
by Nick Caputo 
I 
The practice of judicial activism has been 
ascribed to liberal judg~s and scholars, 
allowing the debate. over. judicial interpretation 
to unnecessarily focus along ideolgical lines. 
The proclivity for active judicial review, 
however, has resulted more from convenience 
and a need for "proper" results, than any 
philosophical dogma; these Justices, enmeshed 
. . . 
, · Court must thus proceed with caution when 
imposingits social, political; and economic 
views upon the country. 
' . Furthermore, because the judiciary lacks 
the power of the purse or sword, it must rely on 
the legitimacy of its decisions. Judicial 
decisions should, therefore, consist of an 
accumulated body of wisdom, expressed 
in precedents, which have been prudently 
in personally-disfavored precedent and · constructed over the years. A particular Court 
Constitutional limitations, have no other choice 
than to pursue alternate means of interpretation. 
To discover that judical activism exists, 
independent of liberalism, one need only look 
to the Reconstruction Era, where a mostly 
conservative Supreme Court actively sought to 
sanction Congress' efforts to rebuild the nation 
after the Civil War. Additionally, many believe 
that the conservative Justices currently sitting 
on the Court will have to operate outside the 
text of the Constitution if they plan on 
abrogating the opinions of the Warren Court. 
II 
Irrespective of its philosophical basis, 
should not be 'allowed to reconstruct 
Constituional doctrine simply because it may be 
politically unfashionable or inimical to the 
JusticJs' morality. 
III 
It is not the consequences of the individual 
cases that are necessarily harmful, but it is the 
opportunity for abuse which judicial activism 
condones that is dangerous. Although a 
decision may seem beneficial to the nation as a 
whole, such a departure from the Constitution 
creates precedent for future Justices to 
. undertake this type of legislative indulgence. 
To demonstrate the danger of unfettered 
judicial activism is repugnant to the Republican judicial review, a hypothetical situation can be 
form of government that the framers of the . devised by changing the factual basis examined 
Constitution envisioned, and which "We, the 
.. People" guarantee. 
When the Supreme Court acts in a 
judicially-active capactiy, it (or a majority of its 
Justices) is supplanting the voice of all the 
people with its own. Even when the Court 
grants protection to legislation under a 
Constituitional guise, it is non~theless rewriting 
the Constitution, perhaps in response to the 
political favor that the legislation enjoys. 
Moreover, it was exactly this fear of 
political reliance that encouraged the framers to 
create. a federal judiciary that is independent of 
the political branches. Ironically, it is precisely 
this independence that makes the judicial 
branch (especially, the Supreme Court)' so 
pernicious to the ideals of democracy. 
The federal judiciary has neither been 
· elected by the people, nor is it answerable to 
them. Since the Justices possess life tenure, 
.fear of reprisal consists solely in the 
· impeachment process which has been 
summoned infrequently -during the' CourCs1 
history. 
Morover, by its very nature, the Court does 
not represent the people, nor are the Justices 
1 themselves necessarily characteristic of the 
people. 'With few exceptions, th~ Supreme 
Court has been composed of upper-class, white 
males. Additionally, members of the Court 
typically are at least fifty-five years .old, 
indicating that their values may not be 
consistent with a majority of Americans. 
Without proper restaint, the Court becomes 
an oligarchical body. with law-making 1 
capabilities that supercede the judgement of an 
entire nation. Surely this is not government by 
the people for the people; instead, this is 
government by a select few who profess to 
kiiow what is beneficial for the people, The 
. . 
in the Roe v. Wade opinion. If, in that case, the 
Court was asked to decide the Consti~~ionality 
of a statute legalizing abortions, it could have 
just as easily held that an unborn fetus has a 
Constitutional right to iife. This decision 
would not only make abortion illegal (assuming 
a guardian of the fetus could pass standing 
requirements to bring the action), but it w~uld .. 
also establish a Constitutional 'mandate 
prohibiting future Article 1 legislative action. A 
decision such as this would not only abolish a 
woman's right to choo~e, but also.her rlght to 
wote for representatives to secure that choice. 
IV 
There are also practical considerations 
exhibiting the Court's inability to.perform 
legislative functions (which is precisely what 
the Court is doing when it engages in broad 
judicial review). First, the Court, unlike a 
legislative body, does not have the means (such 
as statistical data and studies) to predict the 
effects of 'a law. The legislature-deals in 
generality, creating law fo~ a nation. The Court, 
however.cdecides specific cases, perhaps 
without fully appreciating a law's farreaching . 
implications. Second, the resolution of cases 
and active law making are incompatible. 
Although the Court is resolving an issue on a 
peculiar set of facts, an expansive interpretation 
of the holding may encompass many situations 
that the Court ~as not even considering. 
v 
Finally, proponents of judicial activism 
argue that the Court must safeguard individual 
rights not expressly· p~ovided for in the body of 
the Constitution. Ironically, the greatest threat 
to our civil rights is confering so much power to 
so few.• · 
other day I watcheda-woman empty her 
purse of used tissue and other flotsam 
~ onto the train tracks from a crowded 
platform in Brooklyn. 
With the almost constant budget woes 
that New York experiences, it seems that 
soon there will be 'even fewer sanitation 
workers to do the picking-up for us. It's 
time to start educating everyone who 
lives here about the responsibility of 
keeping the city clean. This process 
should begin early, at home and in 
school. Instilling a sense of pride in the 
appearance of the place we call home 
might be a place to start. 
During a small.party at a friend's 
house recently, the conversation 
somehow turned to the existence in Ne~ 
York of the sanitation police. "What 
exactly do they do," asked one woman. 
No one seemed to know. Maybe what 
we need is undercover sanitation cops on 
every street corner, hauling all the 
litterbugs off to the slammer. New York 
is a filthy place. It's .an idea.a 
New York Is Trashed 
by Gerard Mackey 
"New York is picking up." Litter, 
they mean. There are posters in the 
subways these days making this claim, 
adding that it takes more time for us to 
complain about dirty streets than it does ' 
to pick up ·the trash. One of the local 
banks, Chemical, I think, has gotten info 
the actby passing out buttons for its 
employees and customers to wear. But 
from the looks of the streets and 
subways, it's impossible to tell that .a 
city-wide campaign is under way t6 
encourage residents to clean up after 
each-other. 
Not many of us, however, are willing 
to reach into the gutter to retrieve 
someone else's candy wrapper. And 
why should we be? ls it unreasonable to 
expect fellow New Yorkers to care about 
their environment? Not to litter in the 
first place? But let's face it: a lot of 
people live here and a good number of 
them are slobs. People thoughtlessly 
drop their trash on the sidewalks or toss 
it into the streets with abandon. The 
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NYLS Honorary Degrees 
by Lenny Cessere ani:I Harold Rosenthal 
NYLS is seeking requests for recipients 
of an honorary degree. 
Our research staff, after an exhaustive ten 
minute survey, have come up. with some 
obvious and innovative suggestions. 
However; we didn't like them, so we came 
up with some of our own. 
Our first suggested recipient is 
posthumously bestowed upon the late, great 
Ayatollah Khomeni for his contribution to a 
compassionate interpretation and application 
of Islamic Law. 
The second recipient is Saddam Hussein 
for his new approach to environmental law. 
This degree is made possible by a generous 
grant from the Exxon Corporation. 
A special Mother Theresa honorary Canon 
Law degree goes to Madonna for her work in 
strengthening traditional family values. 
To Norman Schwarzkopf, we confer an 
honorary degree in international law for 
proving that old legal maxim: "The biggest 
and best army may not always win, but that's 
the way to bet." 
To Donald Trump, for pushing the 
envelopes of property, bankruptcy, and 
divorce law, all at the same time. 
_ 
11 To George Bush, for promoting the statute 
of frauds. When a foreign leader encourages 
. you to rebel against your dictator, with an 
implicit guarantee of military assistance, 
GET IT IN WRITING! 
To Gorby, for his selective use of western 
constitutional principles. Too much 
democracy at once is a dangerous thing. 
Also, he receives an honorable mention in 
entertainment law for writing the hit song, 
- "It's my party, I can cry if I want to, cry if I 
want to, cry if I want to." 
And, of course, to Fluffy Boom Boom 
(a/k/a Bubbles) LaRue, the lead dancer at the 
Doll House, because we p r o m i s e d . • 
"' 
n 
415 Seventh Avenue, Sulte 62 
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(212) 59H696 (201) 623-3363 
as with exploring and developing the quirks 
and colors of each of the iconoclast 
masters' inimitable compositions. 
In "Mood Indigo," Roberts sees in his 
mind's eye the color that Duke ,chose to 
English nobleman? Two negative celebrate and gently evokes it on his piano 
responses may -qualify you as the right - with a phrasing both respectful.i delicate, 
and enriching. The =performance is 











much fun with 
the scale on- 
which the 
song's opening theme is built, as he 
cleverly repeats and re-repeats the signature 
phrase with unequivocal admiration for the 
genius of its composer. He then takes the 
song on a lengthy sojourn through many 
musical genres, from ragtime to creole, and 
highlights the adaptability and versatility of 
the extraordinary composition. 
But these are only two tastes. Many 
other feasts lurk in the grooves of this five- 
star effort.a 
by Josh Porter 
Do you find nothing more relaxing than 
falling asleep to a 90 minute recording of 
ocean swells? Was Duke Ellington an 
person to buy Marcus Roberts' latest 
album, "Alone With Three Giants." An 
affirmative response to either question, 
however, certifies you to test air bags for 
Ford. 
Most readers, . 
especiall 
newcomers t 
jazz, may thin 
who can do no wrong, like Diz 
and Bird. The large differences in 
style and quality of jazz music makes 
a blind purchase of a lesser known r 
musician c~rtain to disappoint. There is 
nothing worse than listening. to the ~irst 
minute Qf a $15 CD, only to discover that 
you would have been happier with 'Z2 Top. 
"Alone With Three Giants," however, is 
bound to satisfy the appetite of all kinds of 
listeners. In this solo piano album, Roberts 
revisits several classics from the collective 
repertoires of Jelly Roll Morton, Duke 
Ellington, and Thelonius Monk. His 
playing is subtle and restrained, concerned 
not so much with thematic improvisation, 
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The Frolic and Detour staff was · 
shocked by the school administration's 
recent decision to remove an historic 
NYLS -landmark. The monument, 
which rests in the library's first floor 
stairwell, has managed to perplex 
many members of the NYLS 
community, and has amused 
individuals curious enough to read its 
age-old inscriptions. 
An administration official, who 
wishes to remain anonymous, has 
admitted that her colleagues were 
moved by greed, after learning that 
this NYLS treasure. could fetch up .to 
$24.88 at a Christie's auction . 
. . In 1724, English colonists created 
this indescribable phenomenon to 
frighten away superstitious Indians 
who believed the object to be a god- 
like icon. After serving various noble 
purposes; including a six year stint as 
a cannonball packer during the Civil 
War, this symbol of mankind's fruitful 
imagination was finally laid to rest at 
240 Church Street, where it still 
remains today. 
American culture by joining the Frolic 
and Detour staff at its nightly 
• candlelight vigil beside the 
monument.a 
' 
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The Mother of All Air Wars 
by Steve .t\ntico (Navy, nickname Tomcat) and the F-16's (Air Surveillance section also benefits from these in the sky, Weapons also has planes on Strip 
Force, nickname Fighting Falcon). These flight routes because any plane not on a Launch Alert (SLA). SLA indicates that 
The preparation and strategic planning for bombing runs are designated as Offensive Air 
an air war is almost as difficult as Support missions to which the assigned 
understanding the terms used to describe it. 
1fighter aircraft are in direct support. 
As I digested television reports and ' Precise battle plans are needed-for the 
predesignated route flying a profile that 
signifies it as friendly, will probably be a 
fireball within a minute of detection. 
The Traffic section is also responsible for 
tanker procedures. When planes are low on 
fuel, directions to tanker locations are given. 
The perplexing nature of this task is' what to 
do when there are hundreds of planes in the 
assigned sector· and many are calling "Bingo," 
. i.e. a set point for pilots to announce to the 
·Traffic section that their fuel is low. That 
usual point is when the planes are down to 
3500 pounds of fuel; fuel for aircraft is 
measured in pounds not gallons. 
The Weapons section (known as Weapons) 
is responsible for all of the fighting force's 
defensive capabilities. Normally when a 
strike package is dispatched, fighters will 
escort it to its destination. Yet, the Weapon's 
section plays no part in these offensive 
missions. The function of this section is to 
protect our own strategic areas. For example, 
to protect priorities such as 
telecommunications sites, command 
headquarters, and airfields, the Weapons 
. section set up "Caps" (Combat air patrols). A 
Cap is defined as fighter planes, such as F- . 
15's, 16's and' 18's, assigned to man specific 
areas within close proximity of strategic 
assets. In addition to controlling the fighter's 
planes on the ground at designated airfields 
(very close airfields or possibly an Aircraft 
Carrier) can be alerted and be airborne in the 
allotted time denoting the SLA. This means 
that if the Senior Weapons. director. sees an 
incoming raid of great size he can call up 
planes that are on two minute SLA aiid expect 
those planes to be airborne in that allotted 
time. 
The planning and coordination functions of 
the air war for the Offensive Air mission 
planners, Air Control sections, pilots, and 
logistics personnel (Supply) is immense. Yet 
it is these men and women that made it 
possible for the ground offensive to last a 
mere 100 hours. An~_ for those of you that 
want to know more about the concepts 
presented and the military itself call your 
nearest recruiter and he will be happy to field 
your question• 
periodicals about Operation Desert Storm, I 
wondered how many viewers really 
understood the information thrust upon them. 
To the average viewer, the coverage of Desert 
Storm created a sense of pride for this nation 
and respect for its fighting force. Whether the 
viewer understood terms such as "two Mig- 
23 's shot down over ... " or "AWACS" made 
no difference, because the important thing 
was that loved ones were net killed and that 
this conflict ended quickly. To the militarily 
curious, though, let _me explain some terms. 
An air war is an assortment of loosely 
defined terms banded together to label a 
concept whose goal is airspace superiority. 
The term "airspace superiority" simply means 
to control the airspace and use it for one's 
purposes. Total obliteration of all enemy air 
assets is not needed, but the mission is to 
effectively reduce the enemy's offensive and 
defensive capabilities in the use of its 
weaponry. 
Initial means to bring about this end is 
conducted via preemptive air strikes. This 
type of air strike is primarily used to secure 
an advantage in the face of an enemy threat. 
As applied to Desert Storm, a strike of this 
nature would be to "hit" targets more strategic 
than tactical. A strategic target is a target of 
great military potential. For example, targets 
such as war planning buildings, like the Iraqi 
Defense Ministry building hit by a "smart 
bomb" on the first day of the war, ordinance 
depots, telecommunications compounds and 
sites, and radar installations that could detect 
destruction of enemy assets. However, 
defensive measures must also be used to 
prevent our planes from being shot down by 
our own anti-aircraft capabilities. This task is 
known as air control. The function of air 
control is to monitor the air war by splitting it 
into three functions: 1) Surveillance, 2) 
Traffic, and 3) Weapons Section. The Marine 
Corps method for controlling these defensive 
measures is encompassed in a Marine Air 
Control Squadron. This ground based unit is 
composed of detection radars and air control 
personnel. The Air Force Performs this same· 
function by using an airborne "traffic cop" 
known as an AWACS to monitor all aspects 
of the air war. The AWACS is an airborne 
radar platform jet that carries the best 
detection and acquisition radars in the world. 
The Surveillance section uses detection 
radars to identify planes and classify them as 
friend or foe. This function is performed 
through the use of the radars to emit a signal 
called IFF (identification friend or foe) that 
· bpunces off all aircraft in the skies. All 
planes will respond to the emitted signal. In 
Desert Storm, the allied planes (American, 
British, Italian, Saudi,) would respond 
positively due to preprogrammed IFF codes in 
their communication systems. Enemy planes 
which had their own codes for use by their 
own surveillance agencies, however, were 
identified by the AWACS as hostile 
(nickname Bogies, pronounced like ol' 
Humphrey's moniker). One may question 
what would have happened if the Iraqi's had 
'TOW~'[) Ji AfO!R'E POLITE 
L.9L'W SCHOOL COMM'll'fi[JP)' 
by J. Will Cook 
Recognizing that gay men and lesbians depend very much on the freedom of expression in 
order to seek equality, I do not intend to advocate that certain individuals in this law school 
our incoming missions. A tactical target is an found out or stolen our codes. Fortunately, should be censored for the bigoted comments they make. Nor am I concerned here with the 
important target, such as a tank battalion, this was highly unlikely since there are four arguably nebulous issue of hate speech. Rather, I wish to show why politeness and 
infantry unit, or Scud battery yet one lacking codes that would have to be broken, and even· enlightenment in the law school community are important to its gay members. 
the long range significance that a strategic if all four were broken, they change hourly It seems today that, although it is no longer acceptable to make derogatory comments about 
target possesses. thereby limiting the extent of possible Blacks, Jews, and other minorities, it is still acceptable to make these same comments about 
· The aviation requisites for these initial destruction. In Desert Storm, this was a moot gays and lesbians. This may be because a slight majority of the American public feels that 
bombings are planes with superior speed, point because the Iraqi's did not have the homosexuality is wrong, or, albeit mis~enly, that it is a "chosen" lifestyle and therefore not as 
maneuverability, and long range capability i.e. equipment nor the time to break the codes. significant as someone's race, sex, religion, or ethnicity. Or it may just partly be that many are 
the·F-15E (Air Force, nickname Eagle), the F- The second function, Traffic, is responsible ignorant about what kinds of language are offensive to gay men and lesbians. 
111 (Air Force, nickname Starfighter) the for moving all aircraft through predesignated When ignorant or hateful people who I am near make gay jokes, for instance, those jokes 
F/A-18 (Marines or Navy, nickname Hornet). ' flight routes according to mission. For .» strike negatively at my humanity and dignity, just as a "nigger" joke would, in most instances, 
In Desert. Storm, although the mission's goal instance, for bombers to fly a strike pattern to hurt a black person. Aside from my being offended by jokes that demean gays and lesbians, 
was to hit strategic targets, the pilot's personal Baghdad, they would have had to fly through · such language promotes stereotypes of, and bias against, gay people. Manytimes this kind of 
goal was to get in, andt'get the hell out," four or five set points in the sky. These ~ bias leads to violence. As gays and lesbians become more visible in American society, they 
hopefully hitting the assigned target. In predesignated poipts enhance the Traffic ~ become easier targets for those who, believe the vile stereotypes and who act upon their 
addition to the strike packages offensive section's control function because all planes ; dislikes. 
capability (dropping bombs), other planes are report back to Traffic once they have reached When comedians portray gay men as "swishy faggots" and lesbians as man-hating "dykes;" 
sent to protect those laden with bombs from a certain point before proceeding to the next. : •.. when television refuses to allow any positive images of gay people to be aired; when the 
enemy interceptors. These planes fall int? the Besides the importance of knowing where i Catholic church implicitly says that gay lives are somehow not as important as heterosexual 
category known as fighters i.e. F-15's and F- assets are, these flight routes prevent planes . lives; when the National Endowment for the Arts places homoeroticism in the same category 
18's not fitted for the attack role (to drop from flying into one another, a likely result if with child molestation - that says something to the American public, Children, especially gay 
bombs, special mountings are needed), F-14's no predesignated path were chosen. The , children, see and hear only these negative images. Without any positive role models to 
;_ emulate, they are led to believe that they are totally alone in the world. No child should ever 
~~-~-~~~~~~~~--~------------------~-bem~ewfeclth~w~ Mthwfew~po~nitiesforg~sandk~~mwdi~clthe 
misconceptions, bias continues to fester. . 
When these same nega~ve characterizations are promoted by law students, I am. unduly 
. amazed. Aren't future lawyers supposed to be enlightened? Aren't future lawyers supposed to 
question stereotypes and not take anything at face ~alue? As future lawyers, we should be 
setting examples. We should also have compassion for those who are rarely granted it. As we ,' 
will soon enter one of the most respected professions in this country, we have a duty to rise 
above misconceptions and question those who insist that there is nothing w,rong with their 
impolite behavior in a free society. 
A related issue is that of joking about AIDS and the ways of communicating HIV (the virus 
which is the precursor to AIDS). When so many hundreds of thousands of people have died 
from AIDt), and when so many families and individuals have had their dreams and ambitions 
· cut short because of the disease, I see nothing funny about AIDS jokes. Because I am a gay 
man, this issue has special relevance for me. People I have known have died because of AIDS; 
I could perhaps someday be denied medical insurance for fear that, because I ain a member of 
a "high risk" group, I could potentially expose an insurer to exorbitant future claims. and I 
could be gay-bashed by someone who thinks that gays are responsible for this disease. Joking 
about AIDS, even without bad intentions, is nevertheless very dangerous. It has been almost a 
decade since the first cases of AIDS were detected and yet there are still misconceptions on 
how one contracts the HIV virus. Again, joking will only make the misconceptions harder to 
dispel. 
Some, in reading this article, will, no doubt, call me didactic and judgmental. However, I 
only ask that the same respect be given to gays and lesbians at New York Law School as is 
rightfully deserved by all members of the community. This is, after all, our law school just as 
much as it is yours.• 
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Simon (frompg.1> 
America. This book, which recounts the 
philosophical transition from the Warren Court 
to the Burger Court, received the American 
Bar Association's Silver Gavel Award for the 
I 
best book published in the legal field. 
Simon returned to Time magazine, but 
,shortly thereafter realized that his true interests 
were in teaching and writing. He accepted a 
fellowship in Law and the Humanities at 
Harvard University. In 1975, Simon joined 
New York Law School as a full-time member 
of the faculty. He received tenure in 1978 and 
was promoted to full professor. At NYLS, 
Simon has taught several courses, including 
Constitutional Law, Criminal Procedure, 
Administrative Law, Law and the Media, and 
Legal Journalism. 
Simon's next three books were published 
while he was at New York Law School. The 
~. published in 1976, reveals a candid 
view of American justice at work. The 
critically acclaimed Independent Journey: 
The Life of William 0. Douglas received the 
Scribes Award of the American Society of 
Writers on Legal Subjects as the best book 
published in the legal field. His most recent 
book, The Anta~onists: Hugo Black. Felix 
Frankfurter. and Civil Liberties in Modern 
America, was published by Simon and 
Schuster. - 
In 1983, Simon was promoted to Acting 
Dean, and in June of 1984 he was appointed 
the thirteenth Dean of New York Law School. 
The transition from faculty member to dean 
was a "significant one." "There are pressures 
on you as a dean that you don't have as a 
faculty member," said Dean Simon. As a 
dean, one must satisfy the Board of Trustees, 
the faculty, the students, the alumni, the staff 
and the surrounding community. This can 
often be a difficult task, for "the interests and 
commitments of these groups are not always 
synonomous." 
Throughout his 16 years of service, Dean 
Simon has seen significant changes in the 
faculty.vstudent body, and facilities at New 
York Law School. The current faculty is the 
"strongest and most talented in the history of 
the school, in terms of both the quality of 
classroom.instruction and the quality of books 
and articles that are published," said Dean 
Simon. Many, of the faculty members have 
national reputations in their respective fields. 
Similarly, Dean Simon has seen changes in the 
nature of the student population. "The quality 
and diversity of the student body has improved 
tremendously," he said. Last year, New York 
Law School received over 4,400 applications 
for admission, the largest ever in the history of 
the school. Simon anticipates that the Law· 
School will receive even more applications this · 
year. Furthermore, NYLS facilities have 
Improved dramatically throughout the years. 
The new Mendik library, the LeFrak Moot 
Court Room, and the ninth floor amphitheatre 
classroom have all contributed to making our 
academic environment more pleasant. 
Although his successor has not yet been 
named, Dean Simon estimates that a search 
committee will be formed later this spring. By 
the time of his departure, Simon will have 
served as our dean for nearly a decade. As 
evidenced by the dramatic changes at the Law 
School, his deanship has been quite a 
success.a 
Co nf ere nc e<rrompg.1). 
Harlan served as an associate Justice of the 
Supreme Court of the United States from 
1954 to 1971 and was highly respected in 
the legal profession. The New York City 
Council is considering renaming Worth 
Street between Church Street and West 
Broadway in honor ofJustice Harlan. Hats off to 
John Marshall Harlan.a 
Judge <rrompg.1> 
1925,. Harlan continued working with the 
same Wall Street firm, where he would remain 
for the next thirty years. 
In 1925, Emory Buckner, a senior partner 
with the firm, became United States Attorney 
for the Southern District of New York. 
Buckner brought Harlan, along with several 
other young attorneys, with him to his new 
post. Labeled a "Buckner Boy Scout" by the 
New York press, Harlan had to abstain from 
drinking while he led the Prohibition Unit. 
However, Harlan and his fellow prosecutors 
skirted around this alcohol ban by spending 
many weekends fishing at Harlan's Quebec 
summer home. 
Following his stint at the U.S. Attorney's 
office, Harlan resumed other public interest 
projects while he continued to work with a 
variety of cases at the same law firm. From 
1928 to 1930, he served as special assistant to 
the State Attorney General in investigating 
sewer scandals in Queens; from 1951 to 1952 
he led the New York State Crime Commission 
'as chief counsel investigating gambling. 
During World War II, he acted as chief of the 
Operational Analysis Section of the Eighth Air 
Force. For his efforts, he earned the Legion of 
Merit and the Croix de Guerre of France and 
Belgium. 
Finally in early 1954 President Eisenhower , 
appointed Harlan to the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit to fill the vacancy 
created by the death of Augustus Hand. Harlan 
spent only eight months on the court before 
Eisenhower nominated him to the United States 
Supreme Court on November 9, 1954. Though 
he moved to Washington D.C., he remained 
close to the Second Circuit. On the Court, he 
was the Supreme Court Justice responsible for 
handling litigants petitions within the circuit. 
Socially, he returned to New York each year 
with his wife and law clerks to attend the 
Circuit's Conference. He also spent vacations 
at his summer home in Weston, Connecticut. 
Although appointed in November of 1954, 
the Senate did not immediately confirm his 
nomination. The most. strenuous resistance 
came from Southern Senators. By holding up 
Harlan's nomination, they hoped to delay the 
enforcement of the 1954 school desegregation 
cases, On March 16, 1955, the Senate 
confirmed Harlan by a vote of 71 to 11, with 
nine of the dissenters from the South. Soon 
after, in one of Harlan's first decisions, he 
voted to proceed "with deliberate speed" the 
implementation of the 1954. school 
desegregation rulings. 
While on the Warren Court, Harlan was 
noted as the "non- activist judge seated on the 
most activist Supreme Court in America's 
history." Because he respected precedent, he 
required a strong demonstration of past error 
before he would revise or overrule decisions. 
He also saw the Supreme Court as having only 
a limited role in the federal system. 'A.t a time 
when America continually looked to the Court 
to correct social mores, Harlan stood by his 
view that the court should exercise judicial 
restraint. While he has been labeled a 
conservative for. his reluctance to depart from 
precedent, he did side with liberals on 
numerous occasions, especially in his last 
years. Harlan wrote the majority opinion in 
Cohen v. California, decided in 1971. This 
case found wearing a jacket stating "Fuck the 
Draft" into court was constitutionally protected 
f~ee speech. In the opinion, Harlan 
emphasized, "one man's vulgarity is another's 
lyric." Yale Kamisar, a professor at the 
University of Michigan Law School has called 
it "probably one of the greatest opinions ever 
written on free speech." 
Toward the end of his first term, Harlan lost 
his eyesight in one eye. He had special lights 
installed in his chambers to ease the strain, and 
when in court, he would read papers by putting 
, them within an inch or two of his eyes. Harlan 
had a reputation for "never making a 
complaint, about anything", and though his 
eyes grew worse, his colleagues remember he 
compensated by learning to recite his opinions 
from memory. 
Harlan has often been described as a 
"lawyer's judge." His 30 year career as a trial 
attorney influenced his years on the court and . 
his deep respect for procedure, precedent and 
the judiciary's limited role. Former Chief 
Justice Earl Warren has described Harlan as, " a 
true scholar, a talented lawyer, a generous 
human being, and a beloved colleague by all 
who were privileged to sit with him." As one 
of New York Law School's most accomplished 
alumnus, Harlan exemplifies the heights New 
York Law School graduates can reach.a 
two go hand in hand, right? So I get off the airplane "'IT TAl(f~ ScMe G'Emt.t:r "61JT"THE v1Ew 1s \, MS: Pretty much the same thing. I teach courses 
and the first people I meet are her mother and father \JSE'I) TO ... " l.)tJi\E:1...ie.vAG1.E: '/ <; ~ \ that most people think of as dull like the UCC- 
\ \ )~ with Brooklyn accents, who are automatically . - Article 9 is really fascinating area. Banking Law is 
gangsters(laughs)... --:::::: dynamite. Payments Systems is really fascinating. 
F &D: Kincf of "what am I getting into?". /'f/,'l That, incidentally, most people think is below Tax for 
MS: Yeah; it really was something to get used to. boredom, you know, this is rock-bottom, the dullest 
Now, we're living in Brooklyn and my daughter's course around, well I love it. It's because it is so 
developing a Brooklyn accent and I think that's great. strange, so strange that we should perpetuate in 
And I don't speak the same as when I arrived. You statutes, eighteenth century laws. The law that we've 
know, the sort of stereotypical Brooklyn cabdriver has got was out of date by the National Bank Act of 1863. 
got a great accent, really stylish. And we reenacted it in the UCC, and we're reenacting 
F&D: Now that you're here and all, what do you it with the revisions of Articles 3 &4. How come? It's 
think of the school? there, it's trapped our thinking. If I was advising a 
MS: Oh, it's terrific! The faculty is really very, very state, I'd tell them to get rid of Articles 3 &4; we'd do 
bright and it is really first rate. The students are .c.... very_ well without them, Just a statute saying we 
' actually very similar to the students at Indiana, and abolish the lot-redevelop a common law which suits 
possibly a bit more active. This is partly because this modem times. As opp9sed to where Lord Mansfield's 
is largely New Yorkers. New Yorkers are kind of opinions still hold sway; he's the guru. 
more up front, more ready to get up on a soapbox, I "SU(t\(Y'¬ RR.-jLJB F&D: Reading 17th Century opinions in Torts or 
kind ·of like that: I wish it were more so; if people .. __ .__.d_th h •l•l--·. •.----- .. other classes- it seems a bit anachronistic to expect, 
an at means we concentrate too muc on_ appe ate opinions, 
·disagree, they should tell you. It doesn't matter if your standing whereas what effects people is what's the result of their visit to them to hold true today. 
up front and have got power over grades. And, you know, the the lawyer, and that hardly ever involves getting into court. MS: 'It's amazing, isn'1t it? It's essential to read them- one of 
faculty 'gets alot of practice; we've heard most of the questions F &D: Are you going to be getting involved in teaching that their great virtues is that they used to be short-but I think it's 
before. It's the way- to learn. You do better if you get involved, 1 course? one of the strangest things. Any time a legislature or the 
and it doesn't hurt to be wrong. I'll tell you; the worst thing MS: No; the first part is going to be very similar to the Supreme Court is making a decision, they could have a 
when you're teaching if you ask ... you know we're always common' law part of Legal Method- some materials which revolution; they could make the best possible decision, free of 
putting up hypotheicals ... if a student gives you a perfect will be a good introduction to, common law method. There every constraint. Why don't they; why do they keep being 
answer straight back, it's terrible because nobody listens, won't be the same section on statutes, and 1 think that's a bit of trapped by the past? In some areas it should be like that, but in 
nobody got the point. It was said by a student, and you don't a loss. If 1 was head of the program, 1 would make it three other areas, it shouldn't. It's something to get used to- not to 
listen to the students... hours instead of two and throw in a whole section on statutes; believe that it's right, but to know that it's there. 
F&D: We're all 0off doing the New York Times crossword or just, you know, let's learn how to read carefully, but you F&D: One final question. We kind of suspected you were a 
something. remember that. sailo,r at s.ome point in your past. 
MS: Right. Whereas if it's wrong, you go through' and correct F &D: Yeah; "read the statute, read the statute, read the MS: Yeah. Made one trip to Nauru, an island of guano. 
it point by point, everybody gets it. If they get it right, it's like statute". F&D: It's 3mazing a country can build its economy arou.nd, 
"okay, what do we do now?". MS: You learn to do that, you make a habit of doing that, 'and well ... shit. 
F&D: Of course, they're ending Legal Method, which has you'll find things you never thought were there. But the rest of MS: That's what it is- and they're rich too! They import the 
been your personal baliwick. the course is more the practical development of what you do as labor and they all live somewhere else 'cause it's such a dump. 
MS: Oh, that's the best course, I'm sorry it's going. This new a lawyer; how you develop a file, how to find facts sort of That was a rotten trip though- turned me off to being a sailor. 
course. [Lawyering], the orientation of it is better. Being thing. 1 think it's a good idea to do that. F&D: Thanks for taking the time for this 
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